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Welcome to the families and friends who are joining us as we offer a heartfelt congratulations to you—our newest graduates.

We educate more students of color than Colorado’s other four-year universities and pride ourselves on transforming lives, communities and higher education. We are seeing this play out today as you are transformed into university graduates—people who have earned respect for acquiring the knowledge, skills and abilities that will result in meaningful contributions to your communities. With 93 percent of our students from metro Denver and 75 percent of our graduates remaining in the state, Colorado’s future will be strengthened by your success.

We take our message of transformation into public schools so children know they have the right and responsibility to acquire a college education. This message has been heard: nearly one-third of our students are first-generation college students whose lives and families are being transformed.

Our students and faculty apply their expertise to problems such as affordable heating for low-income families and ending human trafficking. Our recent state Nonprofit Impact and regional Engaged Campus awards recognized the student civic engagement and partnerships that are transforming communities.

Our Hospitality Learning Center, outstanding programs in health care and master’s degrees in accountancy, social work and teacher education directly respond to what business and community leaders say is imperative for Colorado’s economic future.

We are also responding to Colorado’s critical need for highly skilled workers in STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) fields. The many of you graduating today in a STEM discipline contributed to the University being named a 2015 STEM Jobs Approved College. And our Aerospace and Engineering Sciences initiative will help provide an educated workforce for our state’s thriving advanced manufacturing economy.

Innovative responses like these are truly transforming higher education in Colorado. MSU Denver graduates—you—have acquired the skills and knowledge to keep the Denver and Colorado economic engines humming. In fact, our alumni earn more in their first year after graduating than those at Colorado’s two largest universities.

In July 2015, MSU Denver will celebrate its 50th anniversary. We believe the next 50 years will be even better as we continue to transform lives, communities and higher education.

Carry this message of transformation with you, along with our best wishes for your future.

Best regards,

Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.
President, Metropolitan State University of Denver
Program

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39, No. 1 .............................................................................. Sir Edgar Elgar
(Please stand for the procession)
The Denver Municipal Band
Gerald Endsley, Affiliate Music Professor, Conductor

Star-Spangled Banner ........................................................................................................... Francis Scott Key
Jessica Strother, Soprano, Graduating Music Performance Major
The Denver Municipal Band Brass Ensemble
Michael J. Kornelsen, D.M.E., Associate Dean of the Arts
Walter L. Barr, D.M.E., Emeritus Professor of Music, Arranger

Amazing Grace ............................................................................................................................... John Newton
Matthew Morrisette, Tenor Saxophone, Music Education Major

Call to Order .......................................................................................................................... Sheila Rucki, Ph.D.
President, Faculty Senate

Presidential Greetings .............................................................................................................. Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.
President

Introduction of the Outstanding Fall Graduate Award Recipient ........................................ Joan L. Foster, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Letters, Arts and Sciences

Remarks from the Fall Class of 2014 .................................................................................... Eric M. Klein
Outstanding Fall Graduate, Graduating Biology and Psychology Major

Presentation of Candidates ........................................................................................................ Vicki Golich, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs

Conferring of Master’s Degrees ............................................................................................... Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.

Presentation of Diplomas
College of Business ................................................................................................................. Ann B. Murphy, Ph.D.
Dean
College of Professional Studies ............................................................................................... Sandra Haynes, Ph.D.
Dean

Conferring of Bachelor’s Degrees ............................................................................................. Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.

Presentation of Diplomas
College of Business ................................................................................................................. Ann B. Murphy, Ph.D.
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences .................................................................................... Joan L. Foster, Ph.D.
College of Professional Studies ............................................................................................... Sandra Haynes, Ph.D.

Introduction of Candidates ........................................................................................................ Scott Lubinski, M.A.
Associate Professor, Department of Theatre
Brandon Matthews, D.M.A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Music
Gene Roberts, M.M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Music
Bradley Thompson, D.M.A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Music

Tassel Ceremony .......................................................................................................................... Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.

Closing Ceremony ...................................................................................................................... Sheila Rucki, Ph.D.

Recessional

Interpreters for People who are Hearing Impaired:
Jean Kelly and Leora Rosenbaum
Some students—well probably many—might shy away from statistics.

Not so Eric Klein. In his three years at Metropolitan State University of Denver, Klein, 33, not only embraced the study of statistics, he absolutely excelled at it. So much so that Associate Professor of Psychology Aaron Richmond wrote in his nomination of Klein: “The class that personifies [Klein’s] experience, professionalism and skills was Advanced Multivariate Statistics ... a class that rivals many graduate-level courses.” Richmond was so impressed with Klein’s performance that he asked him to be his teaching assistant for the class in the following year.

Most everything Klein did in the Psychology Department shouted achievement. With research as his passion, he won the Outstanding Psychology Researcher and Outstanding Psychology Scholar awards in both his junior and senior years. He also won a regional research award; had an article accepted for publication in a scholarly journal; and co-authored 16 presentations, five as lead author.

“Winning even one outstanding student award in the Department of Psychology is notable in its own right,” wrote Assistant Professor Chad Mortensen in his nominating letter. “He is the only student in the history of the departmental awards to win every outstanding student award available to him.”

Klein says the mentoring experience he had not just as a teaching assistant, but as an officer in the Psychology Research Club, Psi Chi Psychology Honor Society and the Honors Council Student Board, enriched his time at MSU Denver immensely.

“Being part of this community of students is probably the thing I’m most proud of,” Klein says. “I know that sounds like a beauty pageant sort of answer, but students here are so geared toward achievement and furthering their lives. They’re here because they want something from life.”

Klein could be the poster child for that type of commitment and drive. A tragic and turbulent childhood led to years of trying to “hit the reset button” in his adult life, including several failed attempts at college. A job lay-off landed him at MSU Denver.

“In my case, when I had made sense of my adult life, most academic doors were already closed. MSU Denver gave me an opportunity to prove that I am something more than a lost cause. Since returning to school I have made the most of every moment.”

No doubt Klein will continue his transformation when he goes onto graduate school. “I’m very interested in a doctoral program in clinical neuroscience. It’s science helping people who truly need it.”
**MSU Denver: Transforming Lives, Communities and Higher Education**

As our graduates leave here today, they are positioned for success—good news for our economy, since a majority of MSU Denver degree holders stay in Colorado.

By 2020, 74 percent of Colorado jobs will require postsecondary education or training. The state’s goal is for 66 percent of adults age 25-34 to hold degrees or postsecondary certification by 2025. By current estimates, though, only about one in five Colorado high school students will earn a college degree. Survival in this 21st-century economy will require Colorado to transform how it views and delivers higher education.

MSU Denver is positioned to lead the way in this transformation, and it is a philosophy we strive to put into action every day. One way we do this is by occupying a deliberate educational niche in Colorado; it’s our mission to provide educational access and affordability in Colorado’s largest urban area.

MSU Denver educates the largest number of students of color among the state’s four-year institutions of higher education, mirroring Colorado’s racial and ethnic makeup; 34 percent of our students are of color and 32 percent are first-generation college students.

Our efforts to increase Latino enrollment and become a Hispanic Serving Institution ultimately will benefit our entire community. We already are ranked among the top 100 colleges and universities in the country for graduating Latino students.

The Board of Trustees at MSU Denver continues to guide us in becoming more entrepreneurial, agile and responsive to the needs of our marketplace and community. Our Hospitality Learning Center is a unique public-private partnership with Sage Hospitality that is filling the need for mid-level managers in one of Colorado’s most important industries. And the state’s leaders in aerospace and advanced manufacturing are backing the University’s Aerospace and Engineering Sciences initiative, as we look to meet Colorado’s growing need for professionals in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) fields.

These kinds of efforts are making our programs more attractive to older students—the average age is 26—and to working professionals and people returning to refresh or learn new skills; almost 40 percent of our students attend part time.

We actively attract veterans and military-connected students as well. Their numbers have grown by 41 percent over five years, making MSU Denver one of Colorado’s highest military-enrolling institutions. The University was ranked by Military Times as Colorado’s top college for veterans (32nd-place nationally) in its “Best for Vets: Colleges 2015.”

MSU Denver strives to be Colorado’s best educational value, and the return on investment of an MSU Denver degree is impressive. Our tuition is the lowest among Colorado’s four-year universities and the College Measures Report shows that our bachelor’s degree graduates have one of the highest first-year earnings medians.

Our students benefit from a superb academic education paired with future-focused career programs that equip them to succeed in the increasingly competitive economy and make meaningful contributions to their communities and our beloved state.

By keeping up this momentum, MSU Denver is making strides in transforming lives, communities and higher education and, in turn, creating great promise for Colorado’s economic future.
Marshals

Faculty Marshal
Sheila Rucki, Ph.D.

Faculty and Staff Assistant Marshals
Desiré Anastasia, Ph.D.
Brian Bagwell, Psy.D.
Philip Bernhardt, Ed.D.
Bill Carnes, D.M.
Michael Ian Caston, M.S.
Miri Chung, Ph.D.
Clark Dollard, Ph.D.
Darrin Duber-Smith, M.B.A.
Jan Perry Evenstad, Ph.D.
Rebecca V. Ferrell, Ph.D.
Rebecca Forgash, Ph.D.
Meg Frisbee, Ph.D.
Mandi A. Schaeffer Fry, Ph.D.
Jennifer Gagliardi-Seeley, Ph.D.
Joice Gibson, Ph.D.
Liz Goodnick, Ph.D.
Ramon Griffin, Ph.D.
Steve Haigh
Jeff Hammond, M.E.
Travis Heath, Ph.D.
Jeffrey Helton, Ph.D.
Madison Holloway, Ph.D.
Lin Huang, Ph.D.
David W. Jackson III, Ph.D.
Micheal B. Jacobs, Ph.D.
Kathleen Jewby
Ting Jiang, Ph.D.
Dev K. Kalla, Ph.D.
Brian Kelley, M.F.A.
Amy Kern, M.A.
Christine Langowski
Kuglin, M.P.Acc.
Cynthia Lindquist, Ed.D.
Jean Lundy, Ed.D.
Lunden MacDonald, Ph.D.
Carol Krugman Maller, M.Ed.
Ann Morrison, Ph.D.
Chad Mortensen, Ph.D.
Jim Murphy, M.B.A.
Hyon Namgung, Ph.D.
Andrea S. Peterson, M.T.A.
Deanne Pytlinski, Ph.D.
Nick Recker, Ph.D.
Elizabeth Ribble, Ph.D.
Aaron Richmond, Ph.D.
Luis Rivas, Ph.D.
Courtney Rocheleau, Ph.D.
Cheryl E. Sanders, Ph.D.
Carmen Sanjurjo, Ed.D.
Ted Shin, M.F.A.
Johannes Snyman, Ph.D.
Helle Sorensen, M.A.
Andrew Thangasamy, Ph.D.
Nicole Thede, M.S.
Xiansheng Tian, Ph.D.
Rebecca Trammell, Ph.D.
Kim VanHoosier-Carey, Ph.D.
Alma Rocha Vasquez
Nicole Vowles, Ph.D.
Nga Vuong-Sandoval, M.C.J.
Ann Williams, Ph.D.
Kip Wotkyns, M.S.J.
Michael Wray, Ph.D.
Adriann Wycoff, Ph.D.
Kevin D. Zeiler, J.D.

Commencement Planning Committee

Leticia Duarte
Coordinator, Special Events and Commencement Activities
Paige Olivier
Assistant, Special Events and Commencement Activities
Erin Whitesell
Assistant, Special Events and Commencement Activities
Sonia Gonzales
Kathy Heyl, M.S.
Paul Hitchcock
Janell Lindsey, M.S., M.A.
Edgar Maldonado, Ph.D.
Troy Morgan, M.S.
Christine Noel, Ph.D.
Roland Schendel, Ph.D.
Arlene Sigoutas, Ph.D.
Hope Szydluski, N.D.
Ingrid Weiland, Ph.D.
Ann Williams, Ph.D.
Lorri Wray
Ed Zarate

In Memoriam

Melvin Capehart, M.S.
Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering Technology
Robert Cohen, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus of Biology
Peter Guenther, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical Engineering Technology
Vincent Harding, Ph.D.
Consultant to Department of Africana Studies, recipient of the MSU Denver 1993 MLK Peace Award
Matt Kailey, M.A.
Affiliate Faculty in Institute for Women's Studies and Services

MSU Denver Board of Trustees

Kenneth Bisio
Faculty Trustee
Dawn P. Bookhardt, J.D.
Vice Chair
Joseph Boss
Student Trustee
Hon. Terrance Carroll, J.D.
Robert L. Cohen
Current Past Chair
Judy George
Alumni Trustee
William Hanzlik
Melody Harris, J.D.
Walter Isenberg
Michelle M. Lucero, J.D.
Chair
John (Jack) Pogge, J.D.
Ellen S. Robinson
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic attire is modeled after monks' clothing from the Middle Ages, when college faculty and students were members of religious orders. In England, the faculty of many colleges and universities still wears gowns, hoods and caps in the classroom.

In the early 20th century, colleges and universities throughout the world adopted guidelines for the design and colors of academic regalia. An institution may design and register special attire for its administrators and graduates, but it must conform to certain standards. Once registered, the design and color combination may not be duplicated by other institutions.

The bachelor's gown is most often black and has long sleeves that taper to a point in the back. It is always worn closed.

The gown signifying the master's degree also is usually black, but may be worn open or closed. It features oblong sleeves that hang below the wrist, tapering to a square cut with a cutaway arc.

Although usually black, the doctoral gown is sometimes seen in colors—usually gold, purple, blue or red. The gown may be worn open or closed. The opening of the gown is faced with velvet, and three velvet chevrons run across its bell-shaped sleeves. The velvet facing and chevrons may be black or the color representing the graduate's field of study.

The hood varies in length and shape according to the degree it represents: the shortest and smallest signifies a bachelor's degree, and the longest and widest signifies a doctoral degree. The velvet bordering the hood represents the graduate's field of study.

The satin lining of the hood, each a specific design, represents the college or university at which the individual earned his or her degree.

The Oxford cap, or mortarboard as it is better known, completes the attire. Those holding graduate degrees usually wear black tassels on the Oxford cap, but those holding doctoral degrees may wear tassels of gold thread and may also elect to wear a four-sided or eight-sided velvet tam instead of the Oxford cap. Some universities have designated the Cambridge cap—a large, soft beret—for their administrators and those who have earned a doctoral degree at that institution.

At MSU Denver, bachelor's candidates wear colored tassels on the Oxford cap rather than a hood to represent the academic department from which they earned their degrees. However, the President's Award recipient wears an MSU Denver hood to represent the graduating class.

In addition to his academic regalia, President Stephen M. Jordan wears the University's chain of office, a visible symbol of his authority as the institution's leader.
**Academic Colors**

**Master’s Degree Hood Colors**
- Business (M.P.Acc.) – Drab
- Social Work (M.S.W.) – Citron
- Education (M.A.T.) – Light blue

**Bachelor’s Degree Tassel Colors**
- College of Business – Drab
- College of Letters, Arts and Sciences – White
- College of Professional Studies – Peacock blue

**Academic Distinction**

You will notice graduation candidates who are wearing one or more cords, stoles or medallions of various colors or designs around the neck of their gowns to represent high academic achievement.

- **Summa Cum Laude (with highest praise)** – Gold and blue cord
- **Magna Cum Laude (with great praise)** – Silver and blue cord
- **Cum Laude (with praise)** – Bronze and blue cord

**Honor Societies**
- Delta Alpha Pi (Individuals with Disabilities) – Gold cord and a gold pin
- Golden Key (All-University Honor Society) – Gold cord
- Iota Iota Iota (Women’s Studies) – Lavender cord; graduating officers also wear a medallion with a gold ribbon
- National Society of Collegiate Scholars – Golden and burgundy cords tied together, one of which has a circular gold medallion with a center torch that has a torch within it, a book underneath it, three stars above it, a laurel wreath facing upward at its base, and is surrounded by the words “The National Society of Collegiate Scholars"
- Phi Alpha Theta (History) – Red and blue cord
- Psi Chi (Psychology) – Double gold cords with tassels of blue and gold
- Sigma Alpha Pi (Leadership and Success) – Black and platinum cords
- Sigma Tau Delta (English) – Red and black cord; members with special distinction in scholarship wear a black and gold medallion with the Greek letters STA hanging from a maroon neck ribbon

**MSU Denver encourages students to enroll in and complete its Honors Program, an especially rigorous course of interdisciplinary study that complements their major and minor degree requirements.**
## Graduation Candidates — Fall Semester 2014

### Master’s Candidates

#### College of Business

**Master of Professional Accountancy**

- Megan E. Anderson
- John Robert Beaubien
- Dirk Owens Boswell
- Marvin Gabriel Case
- Kay Chrysanne Claypool
- Mary K. Cooper
- Trevor Coutts
- Rhiannon Gabrielle Ferguson
- Raymond Wayne Hamilton
- Marina V. Mourzina
- Ryan Davis Oliver
- Janis Jeanne Fixler-Lindsey
- Laura Lizabeth Ragan
- Samantha Leigh Semora
- Kathleen Ann Smith
- Richard B. Swan

#### College of Professional Studies

**Master of Arts in Teaching**

- Amanda Jade Bordon
- Rosario Margarita DeHerrera
- Jia-Pang Eubanks
- Alexandra Nicole Fanelli
- Mark Thomas Freund
- Kerry Ann Greenamyer
- Emily C. Hazard
- Alison Sarah Henderson
- Shayna Michele Lunnion
- Katherine Hayden McOwen
- Christina Elizabeth Moore
- Stephanie Noel Mitchell
- Kelly Elizabeth Murphy
- Elizabeth Nguyen
- Candace J. Roisum
- Ryan Michael Smith
- Katherine Jean Swanson
- Cari Ann Waggoner
- Jennifer Lynn Ward
- Anthony Curtia Zobel

#### Baccalaureate Candidates

#### College of Business

**Accounting**

- Coly Kemal Alidou
- Irena Babakhanova
- Pamela Hawley Bergman
- Billie Jo Bowman
- Kristi L. Breen
- Ragan Makenzie Cahill
- Mayra Jannette Chacon
- Jacey L. Churchill
- Mary Elizabeth Cottle
- Joseph Robert Diefenbach
- Dani Mednat Dimyan
- Lauren Alyssa Donato
- Shari Lynne Duran
- Jory Joseph Falcone
- Michael T. Frandsen
- Byron Clark Godfrey III
- Barbara Jean Graham
- Liya Fisshaye Hagos
- Kamal Gadalla Hassan
- Mai Hong Huynh
- Douglas Michael Jenrette
- Zachery Luke Keilwitz
- Alex Khatsianevich
- Jung-Woo Kim
- Akemi Karina Koblishche
- Elizabeth Amanda Kollipara
- Meagan Marie Lang
- Matthew Huy-Quy Le
- Montiqua Sherie Lewis
- Trevor J. Maes
- Diana Rae Morgan
- Edina Muran
- Chandler Jeffrey Nieder
- Teresa J. Orrantia
- Matthew Wayne Palmer
- Rocco Joseph Perna
- Chelsie Rae Polzine
- Raquel A. Rizo
- William Paul Ryszkowski
- Kristina Starr Sahagun
- Paul Douglas Sitzmann
- Joshua James Smith
- Xia Russell Vue
- Jennifer Lynn Michelle Whitting
- Dean William Zarei
- Jared Joseph Zinanti

#### Computer Information Systems

- Eugene Osei Bonsu
- Monique Clavel Brown
- Patrick Neil Cascio
- John Albert Dalton
- Dennis James Driver II
- David Moses Garcia Jr.
- Andrew Neil Gassmann
- Nathan Trevor Goff
- Marque Elizabeth Green
- Michael R. Haschke
- Eric James Kelly
- Heather lynn Kenvile
- Aleksandr Pavlovich Kornienko
- David J. Lauten
- Michael Andrew Leviten
- Tracey Lynn Martin
- Colin Lee Mercer
- Nicholas James Obrin
- Ryan Kenneth Sann
- Nicholas Patrick Stocoif
- Erika J. Tape
- Mark A. Thomas
- Houa Karmouni Tlemcani
- Ametowoyona Akovi Viagbo
- Kris Petersen Witt

#### Economics

- Monica Bessanne Arck
- Lindsay Catherine Bourne
- Nicholas Levi Buchanan
- Emily C. Burke
- Ebony Shantia Harris
- Hector Joaquin Luna
- Brian Christopher Martin
- Austin Lynn Paul
- Eric William Roy

#### Finance

- Emaun K. Aghajani
- Paul Andrew Barnett
- Luke Jeremy Bumanglag
- Morgan Leah DeForge
- Dani Mednat Dimyan
- Shari Lynne Duran
- Ryan James Goetz
- Nathan Trevor Goff
- Amy Lynn Greinke
- Suresh Gurung

---

- Summa Cum Laude
- Magna Cum Laude
- Cum Laude
- Honors Program
- Teacher Licensure
Andrew Paul Guzek
Jennifer Maxine Hansen
Justin Dwane Hill
Patricia Ann Hoang
Seth Bartholomew Kisselman
Sean Patrick McFall
Anna Connie Pantoja
✦ Timothy Gregory Regas
Steven Alexander Samaripa
✦ Jill Suzanne Stevens
Clifford Laurence Stovich
Matthew J. Vogt
Josephine Ann Ward
Thomas Lane White
Jared Michael Wildhorn
✦ Jared Joseph Zinanti

Management
Bethany A. Adams
Nicholas Andrew Adams
Remell Parker Banks
Peter Daniel Barbaro
Tsenguunnmaa Battulga
Brandon A. Bell
LaTonya Diane Benjamin
✦ Melissa Anne Burry
Katherine Lynne Carver
Jeremy Adam Cathaban
Jacqueline Marie Chapman
✦ Philippe Justus Paul Chastagner
Kent Oliver Clark
Rusty Cook
Robert Craig Cousins
Shira Lamar Cox
Adam Wayne Croley
Gregory B. Daniels
Anna Davidson
Jordan Christopher Davis
Eliot Estin Elliot
Ashleigh Justine Foster
Mikhail Arthur Gayner-Larson
Joshua Neil Gottlob
James Jonathan Goudy
Andrew Dion Griego
Armin Halimovic
Terra Chanel Heckenberg
Jacob Thomas Higgins
Colton-James Himmelman
Amber Mercedes Hulla
Drew Vinyard Ivers
Pablo Cesar Jara
Brandon John Jensen
David Juarez
Vadim Kayrevich
Eric James Kelly
Patrick Kelley Keys
Taufique Ahmad Khan
Seth Bartholomew Kisselman
Blaise Baret Lake
Nicholas Joseph Lorenzo
Tyson Marcel Luna
✦ Ana Cristina Martinez-Covarrubias
Jay Matthew Mauer
Tyler J. McCorkle
Jorge Roy Mejia-Madrigal
Osmín Mercado
Michelle LeAnn Muth
Elisa Maria Nuñez
Ashley Kay Oestmann
Priscilla Padilla
Anna Connie Pantoja
Alec Joseph Parmenter
Clifford L. Penick
✦ Shayna Jené Peters
Jennifer Phou
Julia Anna Reitmeyer
✦ Jeffrey H. Richardson
Miguel Antonio Rios
Daniel Jay Rivera
Christal Ruth Ruelas
Michael M. Schifffmacher
Ruby Estella Sierra
Dragos Bogdan Simon
Brandon Christopher Staab
Cody J. Szaltzer
Amanda Nicole Taylor
Kurt Russell Thomas
Talitha Kumi Tyler
Arthur Mario Ongaro Watson
Martin Albert Wiese
Alicia Whitney Wright
Matthew Adam Zahller

College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
Africana Studies
Darius Leon Carey
Chigozie Regina Echeozo
Nancyjane Chokyi Hall
Alana Kay Koenig

Art
✦ Kelly Danielle Ahlers
Domenica Lucia Antonucci
Seth Hamilton Arends
Hannah Elyse Badwan
Jazzymn Tete Barbosa
Taylor Jeneé Barbosa
Drew Joseph Barrett
Anthony Carlo Bearzi
Meredith C. Bowdish
✦ Beau J. Bowersox
Jessie LeeAnn Buss
Sonja Sharie Calhoun
Francisco Castañeda-Quiñanilla
Danee Marie Castillo
Corrine Elizabeth Chancellor
✦ Patrick James Cosner
Jamie Nicole Devendorf
Heather Marie Engel
Lindsey Scott Ernst
Michael Stephen Fabricius
Mario Rex Ferrara
Andrew Emmet Flick
Maggie Mackenzie Fowler
Estee Fratag
Ronald Edward Giovannelli
Hector Eduardo Gonzales
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Anna Marie Goss
Daniel Joseph Hemphill
Destiny Sarah Hillis
Matthew William Hofmockel
Sarah Ann Jackson
Alexandria Nicole Jimenez
Christopher Edward Jones
Morgan G. Kelleher
Toby Harper Kelleher
Derek Wayne Knierim
Sarah Alice Knutson
Michael William Leo
Mattie “Poppins” Leibgott
Alejandra Leticia Lujan
Tammy L. Lynn
Matthew William McMullen
Amanda Catherine Metsala-Smith
Adrienne Shantell Montoya
Ashley Gail Orne
S. LaShay Peterson
Heidi Coryn Porter
Ashley Jo Raine
Grace Rosaleen Regan
Brian Matthew Rife
Dustin Ryan Rolstad
Evan Fredrick Sanks
Lindsey Nicole Schmidt
Sierra Dawn Schwartz
Rachel Elizabeth Schwindt
Sarah Lynn Sigbee
Kristina Lee Spargo
Kate Stern
Annette Victoria Tullo
Hillary Jane Van Assche
Christine Ann Verhoeven
Melody Rhiannon Ward
Michael Christopher Weber
Maria Elena Woody
J.J. Worthington

Biology
Mary Rose Abramczyk
Samantha Leigh Archer
Neda Avari
Shane Lawrence Bickford
Jessica A. Birgenheier
Carole Leigh Bohne
Simona Iraklievna Bourikachvili
Chelsea Anne Boyd
Katherine A. Brooks
Megan Dove Burke
Ashlie Victoria Campbell
Oscar Thompson Cassity III
Toni Renee Claren
Jessie O’Dean Couch
Martha Ruth Creazzo
Jeremy Eugene Davis
Tara Chanelle Dobyns
Avery Claire Dopher
Jessica Renee Durr
Dillon Michael Duval
Taylor Earl Edwards
Christina Brooke Expelding
Mark Alexander Fitch
Jennifer Marie George
Yasaman Ghanei
Oscar Andres Guillen
Avishek Gurung
Berhane Haile
Heather Marie Hamilton
Brittni Chantelle Hamm
Dana Rose Henze
Alyssa Nicole Herrin
Alexander Brandt Howard
Brian Daniel Hubbard
Tesa Jené Johnson Ferrell
Yasmin Ashleigh Decker
Kamerzell
Morgan Marie Kennedy
Daniel Elias Kissinger
Eric M. Klein
Nitin Kumar
Jaime Leigh Landy
Justine Allison Latini
Darleny Lee
Michaela Dawn Lewis
Omaira Odali López
Jessica Mae Malloy
Darcy L. Marceau
Grant Erwin Martin
Angela Kristine McGrath
Lauren Danae McHenry
Morgan Lynn Mobley
Anton Morrison
Layla A. Nasreldin
Aminata Amma NDiaye
Jaret Lee Newman
Cole Levi Nielsen
Mahdyeh Hoaseini
Nowkhandan
Kim Pham
Mark A. Pietraniec
Erica Nicole Prather
Cody Lloyd Prentice
Bradley Carlisle Prythero
Rebecca J. Raloff
Javeria Razzak
Rebecca G. Rechnitz
Taylor J. Reimann
April Michelle Reyes
Brandi Lee Rice
Alec Edward Rippe
Jackie Rodriguez
Jacqueline Ann Rogers
Sara Jane Rohrbough
Cristabel Maria Rojo
Sayra Lizbeth Rojo
Areen Issa Sawaged
Emily Schenderlein
Nicoe Cailyn Shore
Jordan Ashley Silverthorn
Wendy Anne Simpson
Michelle Lee Steffey
Jeremy F. Summers
Jamie Marie Tackett
Tracey Trout
Harry Hoa Dinh Truong
Krista Lee Vohs
Kimberly Diane Walker
Faith N.S. Wall
Heather Marie Ward
Coneda Jean Weatherly
Kevin Anthony Williams
Josh Michael Leburn Woody
Adetola Azeez Yisa
Daisy Zebarth

Chemistry
Adetakwi Ade
Megan Dove Burke
Javier Estuardo Chacon
Audrionna Rayann Kingsley
Ruth S. Martinez
Max Andrew Minnig III
Dominique Leigh Morrow
Mark A. Pietraniec
Erica Juanita Rodriguez
Kathryn Romero
Alyssa Joy Schulz
Morgan Alysa Spedale
Daniela Beatriz Vasquez
Christopher Vizcaino

Chicana/o Studies
Jay Michael Jaramillo

Summa Cum Laude  Magna Cum Laude  Cum Laude  Honors Program  Teacher Licensure
Communication Arts and Sciences

Tara Lyn Bellet
Alexander John Brown
Keely Cambridge
Britney Marie Carter
Adrianna J. Coleman
Rachel Nicole Corbridge
Jeffrey T. Elkins
Matthew Weber Garth
Christina Marie Hagan
Matthew Emmanuel Hernandez
Tiffani Antionette Miller Johnson
Conner James Joyce
Carly Baker Kolstedt
Andrew Howard Korff
Jennifer Dawn Langland
Abbi Marie Lindsey
Annalisa Marola
Christopher Lee Morrell
Jennifer Ann Nguyen
Zachary Mark Oeser
Elisabeth L. Olds
Lauren M. Perry
Ashley Tayler Petersen
Tara Marie Printy
Leah Faye Raaffaun
Marc Andrew Ragusin
Robert M. Shea
Sonya Maree Suhr
Kathryn Anne Taylor
Kaivon Kevin Tolooee
Ashley Diane Ugarte

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences

Matthew Toft Andersen
Michael Edward Bellamy
Brent Michael Bergstedt
Eric Joseph Carroll
Michael Val Cherny
Eric Paul Clark
Nathaniel J. Day
Carla R. Dickenson
Dylan Trevor Edwardson
Scott Christopher Gawura
Alycia Ann Gilliland
Sean Edward Griffith
Alexandra Lee Gross
Emily Rose Hanna
Catherine Marie Harris
Victoria Anne Ives
Kristi Lynn Johnson
Lance Jacob Lawson
Chad Michael Lybarger
Michael Ignatius McCauley
Banning Patrick McKeon
Maria Teresa Mejia
Shannan P. Mills
Steven Thomas O’Horo
Zachary A. Paiz
Spencer Scot Percival
Nicoles Ashley Pollack
Alex Mason Powell
Ginny Christine Thompson
Courtney Anne Tomlin
Buck Anthony Unsdreffer
Nicholas Jordan Walters
Chelsie M. Worth

English

Amanda Elizabeth Berg
• Melissa Gwen Berry
Madeleine Elyse Bird
Michael G. Bock
• Anthony Allen Cadena
David Bruce Clark
• Douglas A. Crook
Ashleigh Dawn Denman
Nicholas Henry Dietz
Cameron Wesley Duval
Jennifer Collette Eaves
David Levon Ebel
Briane Elizabeth Elger
• Cynthia A. Fletcher
Alexander Williams Foyle
• Jacob Daniel Frederick
Cassandra Angeline Green
• Emily Catherine Hall
Ashley Dannon Hollander
Luke Andrew Hopkins
Jacob Marshall Jankovsky
Stephanie Mae Johnson
• Jarred Robert Kamin
• Michael Iain Kavanagh
Colleen Renee Kellogg
Sabrina Louise Keskitalo
Steven Anthony Langer
William James LaVance
Morgan Dale Lesher
• Cassandra Louise Leyba
Sarah Ashleigh Martinez
• Emily Adele Menough
Chesney Kelleher Oxenham
• Elise Marie Patterson
• Michael Joshua Peitsmeyer
Russel Sergio Rodriguez
Jodi Denise Ross
Lauren Leigh Schade

History

Amanda Raphael Seubert
• Samantha Gold Slasser
• Terilyn Brittany Smith
• Mark Dallas Wagner
Troy Michael Wagner
• Candace L. Whetstone
• Elizabeth Marie Wolford

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences

Matthew Toft Andersen
Michael Edward Bellamy
Brent Michael Bergstedt
Eric Joseph Carroll
Michael Val Cherny
Eric Paul Clark
Nathaniel J. Day
Carla R. Dickenson
Dylan Trevor Edwardson
Scott Christopher Gawura
Alycia Ann Gilliland
Sean Edward Griffith
Alexandra Lee Gross
Emily Rose Hanna
Catherine Marie Harris
Victoria Anne Ives
Kristi Lynn Johnson
Lance Jacob Lawson
Chad Michael Lybarger
Michael Ignatius McCauley
Banning Patrick McKeon
Maria Teresa Mejia
Shannan P. Mills
Steven Thomas O’Horo
Zachary A. Paiz
Spencer Scot Percival
Nicoles Ashley Pollack
Alex Mason Powell
Ginny Christine Thompson
Courtney Anne Tomlin
Buck Anthony Unsdreffer
Nicholas Jordan Walters
Chelsie M. Worth
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• Jacob Daniel Frederick
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• Emily Catherine Hall
Ashley Dannon Hollander
Luke Andrew Hopkins
Jacob Marshall Jankovsky
Stephanie Mae Johnson
• Jarred Robert Kamin
• Michael Iain Kavanagh
Colleen Renee Kellogg
Sabrina Louise Keskitalo
Steven Anthony Langer
William James LaVance
Morgan Dale Lesher
• Cassandra Louise Leyba
Sarah Ashleigh Martinez
• Emily Adele Menough
Chesney Kelleher Oxenham
• Elise Marie Patterson
• Michael Joshua Peitsmeyer
Russel Sergio Rodriguez
Jodi Denise Ross
Lauren Leigh Schade

History

Amanda Raphael Seubert
• Samantha Gold Slasser
• Terilyn Brittany Smith
• Mark Dallas Wagner
Troy Michael Wagner
• Candace L. Whetstone
• Elizabeth Marie Wolford

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences

Matthew Toft Andersen
Michael Edward Bellamy
Brent Michael Bergstedt
Eric Joseph Carroll
Michael Val Cherny
Eric Paul Clark
Nathaniel J. Day
Carla R. Dickenson
Dylan Trevor Edwardson
Scott Christopher Gawura
Alycia Ann Gilliland
Sean Edward Griffith
Alexandra Lee Gross
Emily Rose Hanna
Catherine Marie Harris
Victoria Anne Ives
Kristi Lynn Johnson
Lance Jacob Lawson
Chad Michael Lybarger
Michael Ignatius McCauley
Banning Patrick McKeon
Maria Teresa Mejia
Shannan P. Mills
Steven Thomas O’Horo
Zachary A. Paiz
Spencer Scot Percival
Nicoles Ashley Pollack
Alex Mason Powell
Ginny Christine Thompson
Courtney Anne Tomlin
Buck Anthony Unsdreffer
Nicholas Jordan Walters
Chelsie M. Worth

English

Amanda Elizabeth Berg
• Melissa Gwen Berry
Madeleine Elyse Bird
Michael G. Bock
• Anthony Allen Cadena
David Bruce Clark
• Douglas A. Crook
Ashleigh Dawn Denman
Nicholas Henry Dietz
Cameron Wesley Duval
Jennifer Collette Eaves
David Levon Ebel
Briane Elizabeth Elger
• Cynthia A. Fletcher
Alexander Williams Foyle
• Jacob Daniel Frederick
Cassandra Angeline Green
• Emily Catherine Hall
Ashley Dannon Hollander
Luke Andrew Hopkins
Jacob Marshall Jankovsky
Stephanie Mae Johnson
• Jarred Robert Kamin
• Michael Iain Kavanagh
Colleen Renee Kellogg
Sabrina Louise Keskitalo
Steven Anthony Langer
William James LaVance
Morgan Dale Lesher
• Cassandra Louise Leyba
Sarah Ashleigh Martinez
• Emily Adele Menough
Chesney Kelleher Oxenham
• Elise Marie Patterson
• Michael Joshua Peitsmeyer
Russel Sergio Rodriguez
Jodi Denise Ross
Lauren Leigh Schade

History

Amanda Raphael Seubert
• Samantha Gold Slasser
• Terilyn Brittany Smith
• Mark Dallas Wagner
Troy Michael Wagner
• Candace L. Whetstone
• Elizabeth Marie Wolford
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Individualized Degree Program
Rachael Elizabeth Axtman
Michael A. Baltus
Thomas W. Bartley
Cody Lane Baylis
Amare Alem Birhanu
Elizabeth Carolyn Booth
Michael Botyarov
Amber Lee Brand
Seth Adam David Causby
Kerri Marie Compton
Ashley Michael Dalton
Paula Kris Denton
Ashley Brooke Ferguson
Jonathan David Fessler
❖❖ Micaela Beth Haluko
Anna Marie Hart
❖ Cristal Hernandez-Cruz
Kendal B. Holzman
Laura Lee Jordan
John Christopher McDuffie
Martha Erica Menchaca
Rumilda Britex Morales
Magens Ellen Orman
Justin James Overholt
April Jasmine Roberts
Heather Renee Robinson
Karen Elaine Ryan
Rodrick Steven Schubert
Ethan David Simonton
Gerad E.C. Smith
Lauren Rose Spacek
❖ Margaret M. Wilson

Mathematical and Computer Sciences
Francisco Javier Mendez Altamirano
❖ Lawrence Michael Bebb Jr.
Matthew Alex Bergman
Scott Thomas Cromer
Kaitlyn Culley
Reilly Benjamin Gayton
Tabor Clayton Henderson
Timothy Michael Levandowski
Andrew Scott Mejia
Tuan Anh Hoang Nguyen
Ryan Douglas Shulman
Colby James Sinnock
Joseph Andrew Smith
❖ Lindsey Paige Southwick
Emery Waisanen
Sarah Kathleen Zeggert
❖ John Thomas Zezula

Modern Languages
Cynthia Aguilar
❖ Maria Teresa Arellano
Susana Bonilla
Colton James Bud Clemmer
Jennifer Maria DiGiacomo
Bianca Dominguez
❖ Alejandro Javier Pitillas
Estévez
Amanda Glassionnon
Elise Nicole Gordon
Andrew Wendell Haley
Edith Lizette Ocampo
Hernandez
Shelley Dené Ibarra
❖ Nathaniel Campbell Kenworthy
❖ Hazel Roman-Lagunas
❖ David Joseph Tencer
Adriana Terrones-Ortega
Lydia Priscilla Torres
José Antonio Vega Jr.

Music
❖ Jennifer Rose Adducci
Aaron Burris-DeBoskey
❖ Amanda Genevieve Cox
❖ Shealyn Michelle Crocombe
❖ Will Samuel Faber
Cassandra Angeline Green
Bryan Edward Grosbach
Anthony Stephen Johnston
Ryan Christopher Kargoll
Jeffrey James Langford
❖ Amanda Leigh Neely
❖ Kelena Rhiann Reed
❖ Taylor Joseph Sarad
❖ Michael Lynn Slis-Sweetalla
Jessica Rochelle Strother
❖ Justine-Marie Williams
Sullivan
Jason Tyler Vaughn
❖ Gina Vega

Philosophy
Michael Duncan Kelly
Brendan Ian MacLeod
Clifford John Naylor

Physics
Jacob Daniel Blakely
Wesley Kent Hartman
Justin William Lancaster

Political Science
Shauna J. Alvillar
Jordan L. Arguello
Bianca Irene Barriskill
Jennifer Jo Evans Boulton
Eric Charles Cockerham
Amie Outlaw Dean
Brittany Ann Duran
Rickford Reginald Foo
Armando F. Geneyro
Trina Leanne Gregio
Adam Kyle Landrum
Josefina Olivas
Matthew Scott Roush
Wade Frank Stern
Morgan Naomi Warren
Apiffany Latifah Wilson
Todd Charles Wynstra

Psychology
❖ Brittany Kathryn Adamec
Jamie Lauren Allee
Shonna Marie Allen
Ashley Brynne Anderson
Brittanie Felicia Arellano
Jayme Alison Bailey
Shannon Marie Barfield
Asmaa Hamdi Bashir
Michael Ryan Bate
Amanda Lynne Baumann
Jennifer Lynne Beals
Jared Scott Becknell
Deirdre Charmee Betts
❖ Erika Ingrid Billings
Kimberly Michelle Bonnette
Jeremy Ryan Brooks
Marilyn Vanessa Calderon-Arriaga
Sheana Keline Carthy
Cindy Coja
❖ Chelsey R. Chau
Colton James Bud Clemmer

❖ Summa Cum Laude ❖ Magna Cum Laude ▲ Cum Laude ❖ Honors Program ❖ Teacher Licensure
Bridget LaVonne Collins
Randall Matthew Cope
Sarah Ann Cozinni
April Nicole DeLong
Nam Huu Doan
Jade Nathalia Dorado
Amber Stefani Dower
Nichole M. Dwyer
Amanda Lyon Ellison
Phoenix-Christopher Leonard Essex
Christine Marie Evans
Julia Bratati Evans
Lisa Marie Finkahlers
Kara Nicole Fuchs
Elaine Gallegos
Chantal Isabel Gould
Kayla Marie Greenbaum
Leslee Elizabeth Gregory
Heather Marie Hamilton
Brigit H. Hansen
Michael Jonathon Harris
Tavish Adam Harrison
Kara Nicole Fuchs
Elaine Gallegos
Chantal Isabel Gould
Kayla Marie Greenbaum
Leslee Elizabeth Gregory
Heather Marie Hamilton
Brigit H. Hansen
Michael Jonathon Harris
Tavish Adam Harrison
Tara Jeanne Hegg
Nicholas Alexander Hendrix
Brandon Joseph Hernandez
Rosemary Hernandez
Rebecca Ann Hicks
Emily Darlene Holloway
Tamra Marie Holton
Alexander Brandt Howard
Rachel Joy Hutcheson
Robbin M. Hutchins-Jones
Summer Noel James
Heather Lyn Jones
Lorne E. Jones
Caroll Regina Kaniaru
Alyssa Lee Kaufman
Samantha Jo Kee
Terri Marie Kellogg
Nicole Lynn Kerns
Karoline Anne Ketelsen
Megan Faye Kingsfield
Rachel Sarah Kirsch
Eric M. Klein
William D. Koteen
Rebecca Kim Kunselman
Hannah Lynn Lee
Donald Lynch
Megan Sierra McGoodwin
Cortni Elyse McMullen
Melissa Marie Meckenstock
Patrick Wade Meneley
Kelly Michelle Merril
Lyndsee Ruth Miller
Katharina Mittler
Rosa Maria Navarrete
Desirée Sophia O'Farrell
Rebecca Elaine Margorie Oman
Ashley Lynn Otis
Amanda Margaret Peters
Cydney Lauren Price
Andrew John Priester
Cassondra J. Quinton-Megruder
Hannah McCarthy Rauer
Maria Antoinette Rayas
Maria Dolores Reyes
Ana Del Carmen Richardson
Julian Joseph Roberts
Lisa Salazar
Rhianna Jordan Schell
Marie Kay Schmidt
Danielle Lynn Shanley
Cody Benjamin Shaw
Marielan Simon
Emma Louise Joanne Smith
Katherine L. Stapleton
Laurie Ann Stovik-Seatvet
Nicole Kaye Strimbu
Santiago Nicolás Suárez-Quiroga
Jennifer C. Symank
Sean Garrett-Neal Thomas
Victoria Van Tassel Thomas
Leonard Roy Torres Jr.
Sarah Lynn Townsend
Eliana Arely Trejo
Ryan Ciocci Trujillo
Tiffany Lavon Turnage
Alfred LaVaughn Turner
Kayla Nicole Vece
Alexandra Vitervo
Kaitlynn May Walker
Jared Randal Whitmyre
Brooke Brady Wilkins
Kayla Marie Wire
Mayra Yesenia Yanez
John A. Yang
Heather Julianna Yepez
Katie Jean Alimonos
Jordyn Elyse Andersen
Aram Jesse Anderson
Audrey Jane Baber
Rebecca Lynn Ball
Stephanie Rose Ballenger
Elena A. Bechtholdt
Madeleine Elyse Bird
Nickolas Austin Cameron
Darius Leon Carey
Alexander V. Carver
Jessica Julie Castillo
Maria Elizabeth Clouatre
Chad Everett Coleman
Kelli Leigh Cover
Kristina Nicole Cox
Sean Anand Dial
Desiree Amanda Dixon
Michelle Marie Donahoe
Devon Diane Duncan
Caroline Jean Eltrich
Emily Claire Escobedo-Jimenez
Marie Elaine Ezra
Shannon Nicole Fay
Samantha Sue Ford
Elizabeth Mary Guevara
David B. Haddad
Mishael Lavon Hayes
Tabor Clayton Henderson
Brittany Anne Hill
Kelly Jean Huber
Robert Karl Johnson
JennyLynn Elizabeth Kesler
Jennifer Dawn Kiesel
Karmen Zhaydette Kingery
Brian Thomas Laster
Shawna Lee
Cynthia Michelle Leitner
Alison Louise Lewis
Antonio A. Luna-Galindo
Alexandria Rae Lusk
Kathryn Ruth McClain
Nakesha M. McKinney
Erin McNally-Nakamura
Mariela Vazquez Mosqueda
Kathryn Rose Mulford
Lance Alan Murrow
Laura Marie Noe
Katherine Devon O’Hearn
Laura Ann Olson
Alyssa Mae Paraon
Anne Marie Pierce
Nikcole Frances Radden
Samuel Lewis Ritter
Marlyn Ruiz

Social Work
Casey Victoria Ballinger
Craig Edward Fielding
Katie L. Schmidt-Kish
Sociology, Anthropology and Behavioral Science
Ashley Megan Affleck-Johnson
David Juan Aguado
Alexandra Raquel Albert
Katie Jean Alimonos
Jordyn Elyse Andersen
Aram Jesse Anderson
Audrey Jane Baber
Rebecca Lynn Ball
Stephanie Rose Ballenger
Elena A. Bechtholdt
Madeleine Elyse Bird
Nickolas Austin Cameron
Darius Leon Carey
Alexander V. Carver
Jessica Julie Castillo
Maria Elizabeth Clouatre
Chad Everett Coleman
Kelli Leigh Cover
Kristina Nicole Cox
Sean Anand Dial
Desiree Amanda Dixon
Michelle Marie Donahoe
Devon Diane Duncan
Caroline Jean Eltrich
Emily Claire Escobedo-Jimenez
Marie Elaine Ezra
Shannon Nicole Fay
Samantha Sue Ford
Elizabeth Mary Guevara
David B. Haddad
Mishael Lavon Hayes
Tabor Clayton Henderson
Brittany Anne Hill
Kelly Jean Huber
Robert Karl Johnson
JennyLynn Elizabeth Kesler
Jennifer Dawn Kiesel
Karmen Zhaydette Kingery
Brian Thomas Laster
Shawna Lee
Cynthia Michelle Leitner
Alison Louise Lewis
Antonio A. Luna-Galindo
Alexandria Rae Lusk
Kathryn Ruth McClain
Nakesha M. McKinney
Erin McNally-Nakamura
Mariela Vazquez Mosqueda
Kathryn Rose Mulford
Lance Alan Murrow
Laura Marie Noe
Katherine Devon O’Hearn
Laura Ann Olson
Alyssa Mae Paraon
Anne Marie Pierce
Nikcole Frances Radden
Samuel Lewis Ritter
Marlyn Ruiz
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• Robert Levon Rusk
• Teresa Solomon
• Timothy Eric Stilen
• Cathleen Ann Uchida
• Amy Michelle Vincze
• Heather Renee Wakefield
  Laurie Elizabeth White
  Britton James Wolums
  Robert C. Wydick III
  Emma Beatrice Young

Theatre
  Katherine Rose Carter
  Sabrina Rose Garcia
  Thomas Arthur Kramis
  Michael Thomas McManus
  Samuel John Nicoletti
  Evan Wold

Women’s Studies
  Rowan Shayne Ramsey

College of Professional Studies
Aviation and Aerospace Science
  Chukwuemeka Ihunweze Akotaobi
  Jonathan Cory Ardinger
  Michael C. Bordo
  Jason Paul Burnett
  Miguel Cabral
  Robert Thomas Cosgrove Jr.
  Matthew DiMercurio
  Blake Vincent Dorcay
  Olivia J. Ermel
  William Jared Futrell
  Ryan Nicholas Gibbs
  Joel Christopher Graf
  Stephen Comper Gray
  Michael Marish Humphrey
  Blake Edward Kappes
  Jake Michael Leslie
  Patrick Regis Lindsay
  Michael Steward Lapford
  Joshua Michael Meader
  Kenneth James Murray
  Neil Kenneth Myer
  Nicholas Elia Napolitano
  William Hunter O’Marra
  Nicholas J. Plomer

   Diana Jane Poston
   Aaron Steadman Alexander Repp
   Que D. Roberts
   Curtis Charles Roth
   Joseph Aaron Searcy
   Jeffery Arthur Semak
   David James Simmons
   Leland Taj Simpson
   George R. Swing Jr.
   Zachary James Thenell
   Kenneth Paul Wallace
   Katelyn Elaine Watson
   James Jackson Wheat Williams
   Bill Thomas Willits

Criminal Justice and Criminology
  Randy Mitchell Acse II
  Jennifer Patricia Anderson
  Lorraine Katherine Atencio-Curry
  Leah Marie Ayers
  Shelby Ione Barsch
  Heather Louise Becker
  Maria Ann Bertino
  Taylor Marie Biehle
  Jennifer Jill Bierwiler-Wallace
  Jessica AnnMarie Brooks
  Olga Vladimirovna Bulgakova
  Emily Kay Capser
  Mariano Torel Carbajal
  Denise Ann Cordova
  Michael Tyrone Davis
  Jeannette Dominguez
  Michael Lee Eberhard
  Alex Alberto Enriquez
  Monique Shantee Fabré
  Richard Dane Finnin
  Kaela Marie Friedlan
  Marissa Ann Fusek-Owens
  Yvette Monica Garcia
  Adrian Emile Gaudreau
  Louie Giles
  Alexander Joseph Guesnier
  Alecia Christine Halvorson
  Andrew P. Harris
  Paul Edward Hinkle
  Jennifer Lynn Holt
  Sterling Winfield Iowa
  Alissa Brianne Johnson
  Shannon Leigh Kealiher

• Jessica Landa
  Garrett Charles Lee
  Chelsea Marie Lentzner
  Eduardo Macias Lopez
  Susan S. Lopez-Romero
  Haley Nicole Lynette
  Robyn Deanne McCullough
  Andrew Dillon Meas
  Edgar Alejandro Mendoza
  Kayla Marie Montoya
  Nicole Lynn Morro
  Casey Victoria Mueller
  Nicholas Giovanni Ochhipinti
  Debra LuAnne Osif
  Katherine Anna Parker
  Dominique Devon Patterson
  Maria Carolina Perales
  Johana Denisse López Pereda
  Erica Yvette Perez
  Sapphire Elizabeth Perez
  Marketh Nelson Peterson
  Benjamin Joseph Pischerio
  Michael Sullivan Porter
  Audrey Marie Poteete
  Caley Arlette Potter
  Daniel Michael Priday
  Kayla Marie Rauh
  Andrew John Reaume
  Cesar Reyes
  Heidi Christine Rodriguez
  Sineca Michelle Searles
  Stephanie Rose Sickles
  Keith L.M. Sloan
  Amanda Jude Smith
  Jaime Latricia Smith
  Sukhwinder Kaur Sohal
  Rachel Marie Starry
  Bryan Andrew Stoddard
  MistyDawn Stroh
  Sydney Nicole Monae Tucker
  Stephen Peter Uhl
  Mellisa Andrea Umphenour
  David Valdez
  Julie Van
  Ché Rey Velarde
  Jennifer Christina Velarde
  Bruce Walthour
  Krystle Marie Weitzel
  Kaylan Kristine Wilmes
  Apiffany Latifah Wilson
  Ryan Todd Wyant
  Brandon Frank Zink
Engineering Technology
Naser Shukri Al Shraim
Lance Leroy Avey
Jacob Michael Behm
Kellan Douglas Black
James Lewis Booze
Oscar Antonio Borrego
Brandon Kyle Brunetti
Tyra D. Carder
Irvin Jesus Cecenas
Timothy Andrew Chapp
Jacob Eugene Croop
Zandon Micheal Chandler
DeTienne
Phong Ngoc Hoang
Geoshua Coy Holsinger
Ahmed Abdul Mutalib
Ibraheem Thomas J. Lands
Christopher John Lingor
Kathy Ann Marotzke
Victor Enrique Mata-Rodriguez
Travis A. Mathis
Eric Paul McCloskey
Gregory Scott McDonald
Andrew Scott Mejia
Erik Scott Mustain
Manh Hung Le Nguyen
Eric Obregon
Diego Pavia
Inga Reul
Jacob M. Romero
Rachel Amy Roper
Benjamin Harrison Sadler
Nghi Trang

Health Professions
Alexa Belen Castillo Alvarez
Sharon I. Ault
Jeremy John Bartel
Lilia Miriam Chavez Bernal
Rebecca Marie Bisque
Charmaine Elisa Brabo
Hannah Rose Brown
Melinda Sue Burke
Theresa Geraldine Dixon
Brenna Alexis Franzgrote
George Albert Garcia
Stephanie Diane Graham
Christy Paige Harms
Benjamin Ford Hause
Kristen Elise Heilmann
Kimberly Christine Kalisch
Stephen S. Kleinman
Sarah Marie Lajoie
Lauren Michelle Landwehr
Madeline Randolph Leary
Crystal Jazmine Mascarenas
Aubree Leanne Maul
Sarah Malinda Maynard
Shellie Christine McCollister
Aaron Jacob McMullen
Andrea Marie Melorango
Rebekah Anne Mitchell
April Dawn Munoz-Adcock
Elias Steven Murray
Kendra Meagan Beverly O’Brien
Miranda Leigh Penny
Audri Shea Piper
Heather JoAnn Pulling
Kristen Alison Richard
Chelsea Bridget Dubria Rollins
John Ruf
Ephraim Cecil Salik
David Gabriel Schiltz
Cassie Layne Schewab
Fallon Ann Shields
Lauren Paige Spagnuolo
Alexandra Danielle Toro
Anais Maria Torres
Heidi Alexandra Torres
Whitney Mary Lorraine Tucker
John Ross Vanderpool
Anna Quynh Vo
Justin Wheelock-Anselment

Hospitality, Tourism and Events
Lindsey Marie Abbott
Cathlene Lynda Arnt
Stacey Rae Barth
Kyle F. Bassett
Danielle Lynn Bennett
Nicole Marie Bibbero
Andrea Faye Bishop
Sara Anne Caruso
Jessie Jordyn Christ
Caitlin Treu Clark
Caitlin Jean Coenen
Naser Shukri Al Shraim
Lance Leroy Avey
Jacob Michael Behm
Kellan Douglas Black
James Lewis Booze
Oscar Antonio Borrego
Brandon Kyle Brunetti
Tyra D. Carder
Irvin Jesus Cecenas
Timothy Andrew Chapp
Jacob Eugene Croop
Zandon Micheal Chandler
DeTienne
Phong Ngoc Hoang
Geoshua Coy Holsinger
Ahmed Abdul Mutalib
Ibraheem Thomas J. Lands
Christopher John Lingor
Kathy Ann Marotzke
Victor Enrique Mata-Rodriguez
Travis A. Mathis
Eric Paul McCloskey
Gregory Scott McDonald
Andrew Scott Mejia
Erik Scott Mustain
Manh Hung Le Nguyen
Eric Obregon
Diego Pavia
Inga Reul
Jacob M. Romero
Rachel Amy Roper
Benjamin Harrison Sadler
Nghi Trang

Health Professions
Alexa Belen Castillo Alvarez
Sharon I. Ault
Jeremy John Bartel
Lilia Miriam Chavez Bernal
Rebecca Marie Bisque
Charmaine Elisa Brabo
Hannah Rose Brown
Melinda Sue Burke
Theresa Geraldine Dixon
Brenna Alexis Franzgrote
George Albert Garcia
Stephanie Diane Graham
Christy Paige Harms
Benjamin Ford Hause
Kristen Elise Heilmann
Kimberly Christine Kalisch
Stephen S. Kleinman
Sarah Marie Lajoie
Lauren Michelle Landwehr
Madeline Randolph Leary
Crystal Jazmine Mascarenas
Aubree Leanne Maul
Sarah Malinda Maynard
Shellie Christine McCollister
Aaron Jacob McMullen
Andrea Marie Melorango
Rebekah Anne Mitchell
April Dawn Munoz-Adcock
Elias Steven Murray
Kendra Meagan Beverly O’Brien
Miranda Leigh Penny
Audri Shea Piper
Heather JoAnn Pulling
Kristen Alison Richard
Chelsea Bridget Dubria Rollins
John Ruf
Ephraim Cecil Salik
David Gabriel Schiltz
Cassie Layne Schewab
Fallon Ann Shields
Lauren Paige Spagnuolo
Alexandra Danielle Toro
Anais Maria Torres
Heidi Alexandra Torres
Whitney Mary Lorraine Tucker
John Ross Vanderpool
Anna Quynh Vo
Justin Wheelock-Anselment

Human Performance and Sport
Jessa Grayce Allen
Rogelio Avila Jr.
Patrick Alan Benedetto
Dillon Robert Blechar
Greg C. Bolding Jr.
Michelle Dawn Brunelli
Stephen James Bush
Alycia Stephanie Carlton
Nicolas Leigh Cartellii
Casey Michelle Coleman
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Sarah Cameron Cook  
Garrett Michael Cora  
Kathryn Ann Dechant  
John Paul Dickson  
Lacey Merrill Dodge  
Nicholas James Donnelly  
Jay Dawson Dysart  
Brynna M. Erker  
Katie Lynn Evans  
Stefan Antonio Fernandez  
Nicholas James Francescatti  
Andrew Kerry Garcia  
Mouhamad Cheikh Gaye  
Brendan Alexander George  
Blake Logan Gilbert  
Patrick John Gojan  
Keegan Bruce Hand  
Kyle Ayers Hankins  
Glenna Claire Haug  
Allyssabeth Marie Heath  
Michael Walker Heck  
Jonathan Fredric Hill  
Marie Renee Ipock  
Joseph Valentino Jaramillo  
Roxanne Kay Johnson  
Matthew Xavier Klements  
Cassie Marie Lambrecht  
Alondra Leon  
Stephanie Leann Lowe  
Erica Danielle Lucero  
Cara Therese Lundin  
Amy Elizabeth Mardiguian  
Dennis Craig Markley Jr.  
Matthew Colin Martinez  
Sean Angus McCandless  
Brittany Marie McRae  
Von Richard Miller  
Broderick Keston Moore  
Michael Christopher Mullen  
Ryan W. Norris  
Sean Scott Oblizalo  
Brian Criswell Oliver  
Kaitlyn Michelle Paine  
Aaron Jeffrey Porter  
Spencer Jay Reubert  
Joseph Charles Rimar  
Abigail Hope Rolph  
Brendan Lee Ryberg  
Brittany Lynn Sanko  
Nicholas Richard Schwab  
Callie Patricia Sheehan  
Christopher Ryan Simmons  
Chelsea Marie Snyder  
Jacob Harley Eugene Spencer  
Lohren Elizabeth Stitt  
Gabrielle Lynn Stock  
Krizia Summers  
Zachary Adam Tapp-Wilson  
Zachary Ryan Tinker  
Heather Lorna Tung  
Julie Lorraine Wood  
Alexis Lyn Woods  
Matthew Joseph Yaden  
Michael Arnold Archuleta  
David Earl Bane  
Candice E. Bell  
Frances E. Call  
Brandon John Watson  
Cauthon  
Jeanette Marie Cordova  
Brittany M. Coyne  
Garrett James Crawford Sr.  
Sallynn Elena Duran  
Jessica Lynn Eberhart  
Heather June Elliott  
Steffanie Ilene Ferris  
Josephine Flores  
Cerish Jenal Gilbert  
Hilda Gonzalez  
Kristanna L.J. Haney  
Wanda Mae Harrison  
Laura Lynn Heins  
Myrna Hernandez-Venzor  
Caleigh Micah Isaacks  
Jessica Laine Johnson  
Anthony Joe Luna  
Douglas Kirk Lundin  
Tammy Danielle Matson  
Stephanie Marie McCoy  
Tyler Elizabeth Miller  
Christina Lorraine Morales  
Kimberly Dawn Myatt  
Bobbi Poland  
Sarahi Guadalupe Hernández-Romo  
Jonathan Paul Smith  
Joseph Michael Tari  
Whitney Marie Vaswig  
Lorena Aguilar Vazquez  
Alejandra Venzor  
Jodi Leigh Walzer  
Sarai Latonia Williams  
Enrique Esteban Bañuelos  
Chancellor Burwell Brown  
Jordan Lee Gallegos  
Anneka Dempsey Gould  
Reece W. Hopkins  
Jean-Claude Kamba Kabongo  
John Christian Krause  
Johann Stefan Marais  
Meghan Elizabeth Meehan  
Samual Louis Pastorella  
Julia Marie Super  
Christopher Glenn White  
Michael Mata Albano  
Steven Michael Anderson  
Taylor D. Asch  
Jose Marcelo Baldovinos  
Geoffrey William Bathauer  
Darla Jill Besida  
Alexander Patrick Brown  
Jennifer Leah Bruns  
Ryan Matthew Buller  
Armando Eliu Chavez-Cano  
K. Scott Lucas Corbridge  
Lorenzo Charles Dawkins  
Lisa Marie DeCunzo  
Colton Parker Denning  
Rachel Aspen Donaldson  
Knothibahdi Matthew Duffy  
Angelita Foster  
Bailey L. Geoghan  
Matthew A. Hofer  
Marie Renee Ipock  
Jiri Karnos  
Nathan Campbell Kenworthy  
Liberi Ann Kimball  
Matthew Antony Kuykendoll  
Kevin Alex Larson  
Chi Seng Lee  
Cosme T. Lindstrom  
Jennifer K. Linstrom  
Bryan Paul Luchene  
Jacqueline Nicole Madrid  
Beth Marie Martinez  
Ricardo Martinez-Duque  
Matthew Christopher McBride  
Sarah Beth McNeil  
Brett Alexander McPherson

Summa Cum Laude  
Magna Cum Laude  
Cum Laude  
Honors Program  
Teacher Licensure
Rikita Danielle Mohamed
Sarah Anne Notz
Kristopher James Piltz
Mariah Rose Plummer
Myles Andrew Ridl
Melissa D. Romero
Mario Christopher Sanelli
Jacob Daniel Shane
Thomas Samuel Steed
Ryan Eli Strawn
Waylon Kane Trostel
Jennifer Mae Udema
Samantha Verdu

Nursing
Renée A. Cesario
Kelli Janae Dossett
Lisa René Ferland
Ruth A. Graham
Lesley A. Hurd
Jennifer Leigh Hutton
Alison Michelle Jackson
Nichole Ashley Johnson
Heather A. Krohn
Olivia Jean Lance
Sayuri Lopez
Chishamiso Constancia Magayisa
Sharon Martinez
Claire Clark Mitchell
Kevin D. Neu
Darcy Victoria-Faye Olivas
Robin Ann Rouse Olson
Zarife Renae Ortiz
Regina Marie Reed
Sarah Elena Salomon
Christine Savino-Price
Tara Marie Scholl
Kristine Marie Serrano
Amber Lynn Sewczak
Kimberly Kay Stolley
Barbara J. Strain
Sheryl Lee Super
Katie Ann VanHoosen
Michelle Jean Weber
Kimberly D. Whittaker
Bryan S. Williams

Special Education, Early Childhood Education, Reading and Educational Technology
- Allison Frances DiCaro
- Shelby Lynn Henemann
- Andrea Iacovetta-Arguello
- Robert Ryan Kauffmann
- Heather Kay Koopman
- Ashley Marie Lercara
- Shawna Kay Morado
- Elizabeth Ann Mostek
- Christine Elizabeth Sewell
- Suzanne Marie Shaffer
- Kimberly Ann Siler
- Shailer Freund Thomas
- Megan McCarney West
GRADUATES — SUMMER SEMESTER 2014

Master’s Graduates

College of Business
Master of Professional Accountancy
Laura Louise Allen
Jyoti Gurung

College of Professional Studies
Master of Arts in Teaching
Christine Lynn McNulty
Rudolph Joseph Moser IV

Baccalaureate Graduates

College of Business
Accounting
Brian Jose Alvarez
Jessica Diane Brese
Lacie K. Coupe
Nicholas S. Courchaine
Eric Andrew Grove
Kurt Michael Hall
Cameron Sean McKenney
Svetlana Aleksandrovna Olkhova
Cheryl A. Presley
Natalia Rafferty
Joshua Paul Robertson
Sammie Ahmad Safieh
Joseph D. Sierra
Travis Dee Sutton
Maxwell Isaac Tietzer
Peter M. Ulrich
Evelyn M. Wall
Justin Lang Williams
Alex John Windes
Adrian Zarzycki

Computer Information Systems
Kenneth Andrew Brankin
William Robert Carey
Nicholas Arrone Donato
Lindsey Marie Kascak
Joshua Vernon John Korpela

Tyler James McCoy
Reese Brian Neuhart
Thu Lan Nguyet Nguyen
Garrett Marshall Pickrel
Abigail Erin Potter
Joseph Raymond Sledge

Economics
Marcellas Deonte Boykins
Catherine Marie Ford
Ashley Nicole Lawrence
Mitchell J. McMaster
Kevin Michael Polinski

Finance
Ammanuel Aberra
Peter Olegovich Denisov
Rebecca Lynne Hyer
Keith Joseph Kilbey
Hang Thu Thi Le
Olusesi A. Majekodunmi
Tuan N Nguyen
Kirsten Patrice Ulfig

Management
Danielle Nicole Barton
Amelia Anne Benson
Gustavo I. Caldera
Gustavo Orlando Hidalgo
Castillo
Felix Cisneros
Courtney Erin Cowan
Seth Michael Craft
Landis Wade Craig
Jessica Rhianon Duncan
Christopher John Eckerdt
Alison Ann Garcia
Nicholas James Gonzales
Kurt Michael Hall
Kristin Nicole Hugen
Azirae Constance Jaquez
Kathi Kanton
Dean Joseph Karavites
Kimberly Kaye Kirgis
Tracie Ann Kovich
Jennifer Ann Larson
Cole Andrew Liddicoat
Benjamin James Loos
Julia Minayeva

Marketing
Nathan Andrew Arnold
Turner William Bahn
Ryan Carlton Davis
Jake Michael Warren Dunn
Mark Wesley Gallagher
Haley Ann Hartman
Sarah Elizabeth Hunsinger
Ty Collin Jacobs
Keith Jeffrey Jellick
Inna Jeltai
Kristian Kevin Koller
Chad William Lehl
Kristine Nicole Lequerque
Zachary Abbott Lonergan
Cody James Martinez
Lisa Ellen McKenna
Travis Kent Mower
Kamau Olu Ngozi
Justin David Norman
Raitisa Viktorova Pavlova
Matthew Thomas Ramey
Atalie Sara Rhodes
Ashley Jordan Sommer
Coley Jo Stroud
Chad Michael Thurston
Bojan Vidovic
Trent Anthony Vigil

College of Letters, Arts and Sciences

Africana Studies
Ninochka Nina Grayson

Art
Jared Collin Day
Leah Rachael Fernandez
Amanda Nicole Lillie
Biology
Courtney Ann Adams
Kayla Michelle Bender
Kayla Marie Bohn
Joy Lat II Bragg
Colin Jacob Canterbury
Hope Marie Ferris
Hilary J. Flockhart
Elise Roberta Garcia
Lisa Marie Gerhard
Roger Gernstetter
George Jeremy Hatton
Brittany Michelle Herren
Brian Allan Kesser
Haley Yvonne Kline
Prava Limbu
Saina Parchami Lock
Aprille Lomboy
Michael Ryan Mettetal
Alana Rachel Moreno
Jonathan Robert Morse
Nicholas Phillip Oreschnick
Cristabel Maria Rojo
Sherice Lynn Shiner
Jennifer Kay Standlee
Erica A. Stein
Kristin Lucille Thrippleton
Jasmine Marie Trinh
Scott Thomas Weaver
Lindsey Arlee White

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Andrei Grigore Andronescu
Rima Fatin Chaib
Stacey Glen Everhart
Samantha Kimberly Krause
Elizabeth A. Roe
Rachel Ann Willis

English
Cassandra Asimus
Marina Angela DeSantis
Christopher Robin Doxtator
David Neil Gilbert
Shawntee Ann Lyons
Steven Willard Page
Mauricio Octavio Rocha
Christina LeeAnn Schmidt
Frank Serrano
Samantha Taylor Sobin
Andrew Steven James
Swanson
Matthew John Sweetenham

History
Shane Howard Beasley
Adrienne Marie Bratton
Mitchell Vincent Brown
John Stuart Buckland
Justin Kyle Bush
Gregory Paul Carroll
Douglas Craig Clayton
Jacob Paul Ensminger
Sarah Elizabeth Frey-DeWitt
Richard A. Gianzero
Kimberly Lee Gonzales
Eric Anthony Graves
Gabrielle Nicole Hildreth
Shawn Kevin Hutchinson
Chad D. Johnson
Bruce Melone
Joshua Robert Pfeil
Brenna Katherine Pritchard
Heather Lynn Sanders
Logan Peck Shepard
Jacqueline Marie Shestak
Ashley Marie Taylor

Chemistry
Christen W. Hardtke
Tisha Donyette Martinez
Diamond Marie Percivill

Communication Arts and Sciences
Blair Elayne Bunyard
Dustin Michael Cooper
Cecily Ann Doakes
Michael Joseph Ferry
Shannon Michele Gilmore
Esabalew Truneh Ethan
Johnston
Kamalah Kay Jones
Keralyn Esther Lingk
Daniel Anthony Lopez
Shaneis Sadie Malouff
Caryn LaVonne Powell
Audrey Lane VanGorder

Mathematical and Computer Sciences
Michael E. Dellere
James Lyons Dyer
Scott Dykstra

Modern Languages
Kendall Paige Hornbacher
Kamilah Kay Jones

Music
Ross Patrick Birdsall
Kari Lynn Clifton
Elizabeth J. Lynn Malewska

Philosophy
Luke Alexander Straka
Andrew Steven James
Swanson
GRADUATES — SUMMER SEMESTER 2014

Political Science
- Christian Aujard Bershard
- Caldwell
- Elizabeth Drew Davey
- Trevor Jordan Harris
- Scott Anthony Irvin
- Ana Elisa Galvan Marquez
- David Alexander Merida-Cuellar
- Emily Sutherland Petoskey
- Joshua Robert Pfeil
- Jeffrey Ormes Robinson
- Megan Kathleen Shaefller
- Sarah Ann Studebaker
- Erin Kathleen Williams

Lily Anastasia Rutledge-Ellison
Jordan A. Starling
Brittany Anne Steranka
Luke Alexander Straka
Brittney Michaela Townsley
Izaura Dizon Wells
Melanie Alexandra Woods
John William Woodward

Social Work
- Clarissa Adelina Bearden
- Sara Grace Reeder
- Kelsie Dannon Schwan

Psychology
- Leonardo Daniel Andrade-Serrano
- Anne Marie Austin
- Erica Nicole Bailey
- Cyndi Marie Beck
- Taylor Ross Binding
- Joshua Rashad Bond
- Gertie Suzanne Brefle
- Carla M. ChangWaiLing
- Carlos Canterberry Corbin
- Nazina Brittnay Curtis
- Kenna Marie Drager
- Tierney Leighlin Fitzgerald
- Logan James David Fuller
- Brittini M. Goebel
- Sharonda LaShawn Harris
- Yvonne Joy Henderson
- Mallory Lauren Herms
- Sonja Rose Johnson
- Canaan Rashad Lee
- Kristin Leigh Lichty
- Ashley K. Malloy
- Janice Talalefaaleali McMillin
- Marita Mariza-Casas
- Jessica Camille Minorini
- Andrew Thomas Morgan
- Whitney Erin Morie
- Helen Oh
- Olivia Eleanor Opsahl
- Marissa Marie Pagano
- Jody Ann Quintana
- Lisa Reneé Roberts
- Tara Marie Robinson

Psychology
- Joshua Robert Pfeil
- Megan Kathleen Shaefller
- Sarah Ann Studebaker
- Erin Kathleen Williams

Summa Cum Laude
- Magna Cum Laude
- Cum Laude
- Honors Program
- Teacher Licensure

Sociology, Anthropology and Behavioral Science
- Carly Ann Blewitt
- Harriet Jane Bolton
- Nathan Cole Dam
- John Russell Dixon
- Andrew Thomas Dose
- Lauren Kathleen Erker
- Bethany Dianne Fadel
- Rebecca Anne Geist
- Josaanne Moriah Gremel
- Margaret Mary Hill
- Austin Albert Hurt
- Kristin Anne Keener
- Ashley K. Malloy
- Kelsey Dawn McCaslin
- Kimberly Nichole Ramsey
- Catherine E. Roberts
- Marina Nichole Sandoval
- Martha Lauren Sparks
- Chancellor Grulro Warren

College of Professional Studies

Aviation and Aerospace Science
- Kester Asamoah
- Laurent Vincent Bloomquist
- Aaron Michael Boyko
- Gareth Owen Bragin
- Joshua Gabriel Falgoust
- Chris L. Graves
- Matthew James Gray
- Amber Marguerita Marcelli
- Matthew James Stegner

College of Professional Studies

Psychology
- Leonardo Daniel Andrade-Serrano
- Anne Marie Austin
- Erica Nicole Bailey
- Cyndi Marie Beck
- Taylor Ross Binding
- Joshua Rashad Bond
- Gertie Suzanne Brefle
- Carla M. ChangWaiLing
- Carlos Canterberry Corbin
- Nazina Brittnay Curtis
- Kenna Marie Drager
- Tierney Leighlin Fitzgerald
- Logan James David Fuller
- Brittini M. Goebel
- Sharonda LaShawn Harris
- Yvonne Joy Henderson
- Mallory Lauren Herms
- Sonja Rose Johnson
- Canaan Rashad Lee
- Kristin Leigh Lichty
- Ashley K. Malloy
- Janice Talalefaaleali McMillin
- Marita Mariza-Casas
- Jessica Camille Minorini
- Andrew Thomas Morgan
- Whitney Erin Morie
- Helen Oh
- Olivia Eleanor Opsahl
- Marissa Marie Pagano
- Jody Ann Quintana
- Lisa Reneé Roberts
- Tara Marie Robinson

Psychology
- Joshua Robert Pfeil
- Megan Kathleen Shaefller
- Sarah Ann Studebaker
- Erin Kathleen Williams

Summa Cum Laude
- Magna Cum Laude
- Cum Laude
- Honors Program
- Teacher Licensure

Criminal Justice and Criminology
- Samantha Nichole Akers
- Sean Michael Ames
- Crystal Jean Baker
- Brenda Barrios
- Ivan Barron-Ortiz
- Adam Mark Bechthold
- V. Celina Blan
- Cassandra Lynn Blanchard
- Jenna Rochelle Brantley
- Andrea Danielle Candelaria
- Victoria Gonzalez Carbalaj
- Katherine Ann Connelly-McVoy
- Karla Danes
- Michaela Kendra Eichenlaub
- Alexander Barron Esparza
- Scott Edward Holley
- Nicole Michelle Hughes
- Carlos Horacio Becerra Ibarra
- Lauren Rae Jablonski
- Debra Evelyn Jones
- Jacob David King
- Michael Greg Leon
- Drew Wessley Limbaugh
- Matthew Jay Lindsay
- April Alice Maez
- Tara Susan Matos
- Sean Alexander McNees
- Jina Suzann Pollock
- Elizabeth Marie Rodriguez
- Sarah Anne Sandoval
- Stephani Denice Trujillo
- Christian Raphael Villarruel
- Michael Rayburn Walker
- Tyler Andrew Wiles

Engineering Technology
- Jeffrey Alan Carruthers
- Mason Manly Fox
- Tucker Bowen Reddy
- James Marc Swanson
- Lukas Vaznonis
- Nichole Rae Whitley
Health Professions
Darla Marie Dyck
Kya May Fedora-DeGarmo
Elana M. McCready
Igor Merkhasin
Rachel Elaine Nouri
Andrew R. Parks
Melissa Ann Pearson
Jessie Michael Pleiman
Sean R Pohlod
Andrea Marie Schmidt
Erin Nicole Young
Twilonda Yvette Ray

Hospitality, Tourism and Events
Lynzie Raquel Blair
Daniel William Elias
Miranda Alisha Emmons
Parker Steven Gloss
Alexandra Paige Green
Patrick McMillen Gruber
Angela Lynn Gruer
Brittani Ann Kay
Timothy Andrew Kubista
Jessica Carol Laird
Tiffany Monique Lettig
Jordan Leigh Martinez
Gabriela Patricia Guarachi
Mayda
Douglas Albert McMullin
Catrina Elizabeth Mitros
Kelly Ann Schneider
Lucy Elizabeth Sossaman
Lauren A. Sznip
Lennon Marie Villarose

Human Performance and Sport
Brian Jose Alvarez
Kevin Anisimow
Steven Earl Blevins
Anthony Vincent Bozza
DeSonté R. Cole
Danielle Christine Culver
Shea Marian Curtis
Vail Kathonia Davis

Industrial Design
Sean Daniel Bailey
Simon Perry Booth
Walter Castro
Jasmine Tesa Cervantes
Min Sup Jang
Nicholas Duncan Renele

Journalism and Technical Communication
Stephanie Lynn Alderton
Rebecca Joy Dickinson
Kelli Heitstuman-Tomko
Rameen P-T Moosavi
Alexander Ward Nichols
Rachel Ellen Smith
Zachary Thomas White

Nursing
Megan Lorine Coatney
Jo Anne Cohen
Jo Anne Cusick
Tiah Cristina Dennis
Megan Mathis Duggan
Joi Sharnette Freeman
William Henry Greenwood
Kyle Matthew Hagen
William Brian Hedrick
Amy Lynn Higgins
Katherine Leigh Maccoun
Shauntel R. Martinez
Melissa Jo Mathern
Thomas William Ody
Kristen Marie Peterson
Nichole Dawn Quam
Nicoile Marie Retana
Tina K. Sunshine
Bradley Michael Tepper
Kelli Michelle Weaver

Human Services
Eric John Garcia
Amber Elaine Gottschalk
Trisha Marie Hafemeister
Jennine Regina Jeffries
Mireya Melendez
Amanda KayDee Milender
Ana Patricia Aguirre Rey
Catherine Grace Shirreffs
Sarah Louise Vallejos
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Business
Master of Professional Accountancy
Accounting
Computer Information Systems
Economics
Finance
Management
Marketing

Professional Studies
Master of Arts in Teaching
Aviation and Aerospace Science
Criminal Justice and Criminology
Engineering Technology
Health Professions
Hospitality, Tourism and Events
Human Performance and Sport
Human Services
Industrial Design
Journalism and Technical Communication
Nursing
Special Education, Early Childhood, Reading and Educational Technology

Letters, Arts and Sciences
Master of Social Work
Africana Studies
Art
Biology
Chemistry
Chicana/o Studies
Communication Arts and Sciences
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
English
History
Individualized Degree Program
Mathematical and Computer Sciences

Letters, Arts and Sciences
Modern Languages
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Social Work
Sociology, Anthropology and Behavioral Sciences
Theatre
Women’s Studies